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The high performing exterior coating formula offers extreme durability, hardness
and a permanent super gloss finish of your paintwork. As the most durable
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HYDRO ACTIV is a once-off application for a lifetime* of protection, designed to preserve
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Carpet Protection: Provides a resilient and effective stain barrier
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for a lifetime* of protection, designed to preserve and
Darkest Legal Window Film
new vehicle.
Darkest Legal Window Film

As well as stylish looks, enjoy protection against up to 99% of the damaging UV rays and
As well as stylish looks, enjoy protection against up to 99% of the damaging UV rays and
rejection of as much as 60% of uncomfortable solar heat.
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This darkest legal film also delivers outstanding glare reduction and ultimate privacy. And, it
This darkest legal film also delivers outstanding glare reduction and ultimate privacy. And, it
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enjoy protection against up to 99% of the damaging UV rays and Darkest Legal
offers the added safety feature of holding glass together in the event of an accident. Plus it
comes with a lifetime warranty* for added peace of mind.
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1. First Aid Kit
5. Hi-Vis Vest
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2. Fire Extinguisher
6. Cotton Gloves
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3. Car Power Bank and Charger
7. Poncho
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7. Poncho
4. Roadside Electronic Flare Kit
8. Microfibre Cloth
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8. Microfibre Cloth

Driver Safety Kit

*Lifetime warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.
*Lifetime warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.
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*Lifetime warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

The perfect solution to help keep you and your passengers safe when
you’re on the road. The Driver Safety Kit contains all the items you
will require to assist with any unforeseen events during your travels.
Housed in a heavy duty carry bag, this kit includes:
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1. First Aid Kit
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2. Fire Extinguisher
6. Cotton Gloves
3. Car Power Bank and Charger
7. Poncho
4. Roadside Electronic Flare Kit
8. Microfibre Cloth

